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ABSTRACT

Computer users deal with large amount of personal media
data and they often face problems in managing and
exploring them. The paper presents an innovative approach,
Semantic Regions that are rectangular regions directly
drawn on 2D space with semantics so that their layout can
form users’ various mental models toward the personal
media data. A prototype personal media exploring
application, MediaFinder, based on the concept of Semantic
Regions is presented. Usability tests will be conducted to
evaluate the Semantic Regions as a personal media
management model including organization, search,
navigation, indexing, meaning extraction, and distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer users deal with large amount of personal media
data such as images, audio clips, videos, web pages, emails,
and various document files. It is often difficult for users to
explore and manage them due to three major problems:
increasing amount of data, rigid organizing metaphor, and
difficulty in rapid data access. To tackle those problems,
this paper presents an innovative approach, Semantic
Regions, based on the hypothesis that “Spatial organization
of information based on the semantics of personal media”
and “Use of various users’ mental models for managing the
personal media” will greatly improve task performance.

document management system that interacts with
documents through user-level document attributes. The 2D
graphical interface is mainly used for querying but unable to
visualize high-level attributes in a meaningful way.
SEMANTIC REGIONS

Semantic Regions are rectangular regions drawn directly on
a two-dimensional space. Users can specify the shapes,
sizes, and positions of the regions in two-dimensional space
and thus form the layout of the regions meaningful to them
(Figure 1). Creation of Semantic Regions is straightforward:
users simply click on the desired starting point of the
semantic region and drag the pointer to the desired location
of the opposite corner. Once the semantic region is created
the semantics of each region can be specified with the
combination of the attributes of personal media objects.
When users drag a collection of the personal media objects
onto the Semantic Regions, the objects are automatically
distributed and placed in the appropriate regions based on
the semantics defined in each region. This metaphor is
called fling-and-flock.

RELATED WORK

With the extraordinary progress in all of the “cyberization”
technologies [1], there have been a number of research
efforts about Personal Information Storage [1][5][6] and
Retrieval [2][3][4]. A variety of approaches have been
suggested for supporting more flexible document
management against the file system approach. LifeStreams
[3] uses a timeline as the major organizational metaphor for
managing document spaces, but it just replaces one
superordinate aspect of the document with another. The
Semantic File System [4] introduces the concept of a
“virtual directory”. The system is directly integrated into a
file system and interprets virtual directory names as queries,
but no interface features are introduced other than the
filename/query language syntax. Presto [2] is a prototype
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Figure 1. Semantic Regions Examples: (a) Map (b) Critical
Path (c) Organization Chart (d) Monthly Calendar
MEDIAFINDER

The MediaFinder is a prototype interactive tool built to
investigate the use of Semantic Regions for exploring and
managing personal media data. The initial prototype has
been built on top of PhotoFinder [7] to manage photos. In
MediaFinder, users create and arrange the rectangular
regions on 2D space and specify the semantics. In figure 2,
each region represents a person, and the regions are grouped
into 5 clusters to represent different friend groups. When
photos are dragged onto the regions, they are automatically
placed in the appropriate regions based on the annotations.

This metaphor is called fling-and-flock; that is, users fling
the objects and the objects flock to the regions. If photos
don’t satisfy any of the semantics of regions, they are
collected in the remaining items region located at the top of
the panel. Users can save the current state of regions to
apply it to other personal media data sets later.
A photo can be contained in multiple regions as long as it
satisfies the semantics of regions. When the mouse cursor is
over a photo (yellow circle), all the regions containing it are
highlighted red, and when mouse is over the title of a
region, all the regions containing any of photos in the region
are highlighted. With this feature, social relations among the
different friend groups can be easily visualized in figure 2.
In MediaFinder, users can combine a few different mental
models simultaneously and observe the relationships among
them. For example, three mental models such as US map,
year calendar, and friends group can be combined to answer
the queries such as “When and where did I meet this
friend ?”, “Which states did I visit during the winter of 2001
and whom did I meet then ?”, “When did I visit the east
coat states and whom did I meet there ?”, and so on.
MediaFinder supports the boolean operations of the regions
to facilitate search and navigation. For example, to see all
the photos of a friend group in figure 2, OR operation can
be applied to the regions in a cluster. A new region is
created on top of the selected regions with all the photos in
the group. Users can see only the photos taken in MD by
applying AND operation between the newly created region
and MD region in US map. In MediaFinder, users can also
annotate photos by dragging them onto the specific region.

•

Semantic Regions Extension: MediaFinder will
accommodate more extended and heterogeneous personal
media such as music files, video clips, email, web pages,
and various document files, and it will lead to a design of
metadata allocation table for personal media management
system like the file allocation table for file system. The
concept of Semantic Regions will be generalized to test
whether it can provide more intuitive and understandable
visual queries for general database systems. How to
increase the expressive power without increasing the
complexity of interface will also be a major issue here.
• Software Architecture, Algorithms, and Data
Structures: Users will handle tens of millions personal
media in near future, and thus the performance will
become a critical issue. How to make algorithms faster
than O(mn) (m: number of personal media objects, n:
number of regions in MediaFinder), what kind of data
structures are needed for partial updates of regions, how
to optimize the sequence of boolean operations to enhance
the performance will be the major issues in this area.
• Evaluation: Two usability tests have been planned.
The first test is to demonstrate whether users really can
use the Semantic Regions for managing the personal
media. A few sample Semantic Regions templates will be
given to users and their usability including organization,
search, meaning extraction, navigation, and indexing will
be observed. After revising MediaFinder based on the
result of the first test, the usability of constructing
Semantic Regions based on users’ various mental models
will be investigated.
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Figure 2. MediaFinder prototype implemented on top of
PhotoFinder. Each region represents a person and contains
all the photos annotated with the name defined in it.
PROPOSED WORK

The MediaFinder prototype provides an encouraging proof
of concept for Semantic Regions model, but more examples
of application will be necessary to demonstrate the utility of
this approach. Ongoing and future works are as follows.
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